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EPONYMOUS on Steam Cut through all the confusion regarding the word “eponymous” and learn when to use it. ?R.E.M. - Eponymous - Amazon.com Music The definition of eponymous is something or someone that gives its name to something else. An example of eponymous is a person named Jackson who Eponymous Define Eponymous at Dictionary.com giving one s name to, 1833; see eponym + -ous. Related: Eponymously. Alternative form eponymal is used in reference to the other classical eponyms, a title Eponymous by Paul Killbrew Poetry Foundation An eponym is a person, place, or thing after whom or after which something is named, or believed to be named. The adjectives derived from eponym include eponymous and eponymic. Eponymous dictionary definition eponymous defined - YourDictionary I am unable to jump more than ten feet in the air. I am blind. I am unable to understand the dark passages. I begin to speak of being deprived. I believe that I am Eponym - Wikipedia 31 Oct 2017 . EPONYMOUS: In Which a Work Is Known by Its Reading is a short-form narrative about unreliable infrastructures. eponymous - Dictionary Definition : Vocabulary.com 11 May 2012 . Vidal Sassoon passed away this week at the age of 84. He was an artist who revolutionized the way women dealt with their hair, created the word choice - How should I use eponym, eponymous and namesake . Definition of eponymous - (of a person) giving their name to something. Eponymous Definition of Eponymous by Merriam-Webster 6 days ago . Definition of eponymous. : of, relating to, or being the person or thing for whom or which something is named : of, relating to, or being an eponym. eponymous (adjective) definition and synonyms Macmillan Dictionary Synonyms for eponymous at Thesaurus.com with free online thesaurus, antonyms, and definitions. Find descriptive alternatives for eponymous. 11 Eponymous Brands and the People Behind Them Mental Floss eponymous - Translation to Spanish, pronunciation, and forum discussions. Eponymous - definition of eponymous by The Free Dictionary eponymous. When something is eponymous, it takes its own name as its title. For example, Foo Fighters first album was eponymous — it was called Foo Fighters. Urban Dictionary: eponymous eponymous definition: An eponymous character in a play, book, etc. has the same name as the title.. Learn more. eponymous - English-Spanish Dictionary - WordReference.com Define eponymous. eponymous synonyms, eponymous pronunciation, eponymous translation, English dictionary definition of eponymous. adj. 1. Of, relating to Eponymous Hero Flickr How to use eponymous in a sentence. Example sentences with the word eponymous. eponymous example sentences. Eponymously - definition of eponymously by The Free Dictionary 19 Jul 2011 . My regular diatribes notwithstanding, misuse of the adjective “eponymous” is so widespread, in The Times and elsewhere, that continued eponymous - Wiktionary Eponymous definition, giving one s name to a tribe, place, etc.: Romulus, the eponymous founder of Rome. See more. Eponymous Sources - The New York Times Definition of eponymous adjective in Oxford Advanced Learner s Dictionary. Meaning, pronunciation, picture, example sentences, grammar, usage notes. What does eponymous mean? - Definitions.net So “eponymous” describes the giver of the name, NOT the receiver. A restaurateur named Joe Smith could be described as the eponymous What are some examples of eponymous ancestors in the Bible? - Quora I played through the game yesterday with some black lines overlaid on the screen, thinking it was part of the whole experience and that it would either disappear . eponymous Definition of eponymous in English by Oxford . dict.cc English-German Dictionary: Translation for eponymous. Eponymous Synonyms, Eponymous Antonyms Thesaurus.com The Ramones eponymous debut album is considered one of the most influential records of all time. #self-titled#name#album#record#epynomous#music. Eponymous definition and meaning Collins English Dictionary Eponymous definition: An eponymous hero or heroine is the character in a play or book whose name is the title. Meaning, pronunciation, translations and dict.cc dictionary :: eponymous :: English-German translation 23 Feb 2015 - 16 sec - Uploaded by Oxford DictionariesHow do you say eponymous? Watch our video to find out the pronunciation, and read what the . Use eponymous in a sentence eponymous sentence examples. Define eponymous (adjective) and get synonyms. What is eponymous (adjective)? eponymous (adjective) meaning, pronunciation and more by Macmillan eponymous (adjective) definition and synonyms Macmillan Dictionary Synonyms for eponymous. : of, relating to, or being the person or thing for whom or which something is named : of, relating to, or being an eponym. eponymous (adjective) definition and synonyms Macmillan Dictionary Synonyms for eponymous. Eponymous Definition of Eponymous by Merriam-Webster 6 days ago . Definition of eponymous. : of, relating to, or being the person or thing for whom or which something is named : of, relating to, or being an eponym. eponymous (adjective) definition and synonyms Macmillan Dictionary Synonyms for eponymous